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advocates investigation and 
data centred approach to 
statistics education
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In spirit of GAISE

New national curriculum 
• Top level specification 2006/7 (“Tier 1”)• Top-level specification 2006/7 ( Tier 1 )
• Next level of detail (“Tier 2”) is underway

St t 2009• Starts 2009 ….
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Agendag
• What is happening in NZ

fleeting impressions not details– fleeting impressions, not details
• Why now?
• Consequences of moving fast

Case for cooperation with US• Case for cooperation with US
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History Lesson:  NZ Curriculum

What’s in a 

y

name?

“Mathematics & Statistics” !!

Plenty !!!
“Mathematics”

18?? 2009 20?
?

1950
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“That’s not 
th ti ”mathematics”

“No, ... but it IS
statistics”statistics
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What’s in 
a name?
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JSM 2008 JSM 2008
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Year of schooling Grade +1~~
Number & Algebra

Level 1
Number & Algebra

Geometry &
Measurement

Statistics

Level 2

Level 3 Approximately GAISE level A

Level 4

L l 5

Gaise Level A~~
Approximately GAISE level B

Level 5

Level 6

pp y

Gaise Level B~~
Level 6

Level 7 Approx 40%
Approximately GAISE level C

Level 8 Separate courses for Mathematics and Statistics

pp

AP~~
G Lev C~~
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3 strands running through all Levels K-12g g

Statistical Investigation
Skills & mental habits for “doing”g

Probability
includes math. connections

Statistical Literacy
Skills & mental habits for interp./critiquing

reports of investigations done by others
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“Investigation” and “literacy” strands 
h d t th i ti ti lanchored to the investigative cycle

JSM 2008

JSM 2008

3 strands running through all Levels K-12g g

Statistical Investigation
Skills & mental habits for “doing”g

Probability
includes math. connections

Statistical Literacy
Skills & mental habits for interp./critiquing

reports of investigations done by others
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Example: Curriculum Level 5 (≈ Grd 8-9)
I f i f l t t t d t ill b d i thi ki th ti llIn a range of meaningful contexts, students will be engaged in thinking mathematically 

and statistically. They will solve problems and model situations that require them to:
Statistical investigation
• Plan and conduct surveys and experiments using the statistical enquiry cycle: 

– determining appropriate variables and measures 
– considering sources of variation– considering sources of variation 
– gathering and cleaning data 
– using multiple displays, and re-categorising data to find patterns, variations, 

l ti hi d t d i lti i t d t trelationships, and trends in multivariate data sets 
– comparing sample distributions visually, using measures of centre, spread, & 

propn

– presenting a report of findings.
Statistical literacy
• Evaluate statistical investigations or probability activities undertaken by others

Skim for flavour, not details

• Evaluate statistical investigations or probability activities undertaken by others, 
including data collection methods, choice of measures, and validity of findings. 

Probability
• Compare and describe the variation between theoretical and experimental 

distributions in situations that involve elements of chance. 
• Calculate probabilities, using fractions, percentages, and ratios.
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Example: Curriculum Level 8 (Grd 12)
I f i f l t t t d t ill b d i thi kiIn a range of meaningful contexts, students will be engaged in thinking 

mathematically and statistically. They will solve problems and model 
situations that require them to: 

Statistical investigation
• Carry out investigations of phenomena, using the statistical enquiry cycle: 

d ti i t i i t l d i i i l d ti– conducting experiments using experimental design principles, conducting 
surveys, and using existing data sets 

– finding, using, and assessing appropriate models (including linear g, g, g pp p ( g
regression for bivariate data and additive models for time-series data), 
seeking explanations, and making predictions 
using informed contextual knowledge exploratory data analysis and– using informed contextual knowledge, exploratory data analysis, and 
statistical inference 

– communicating findings and evaluating all stages of the cycle 
• Make inferences from surveys and experiments: 

– determining estimates and confidence intervals for means, proportions, 
and differences recognising the relevance of the central limit theoremand differences, recognising the relevance of the central limit theorem 

– using methods such as resampling or randomisation to assess the 
strength of evidence
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Example: Curriculum Level 8 cont. (Grd 12)

Statistical literacy
• Evaluate a wide range of statistically based reports including surveys• Evaluate a wide range of statistically based reports, including surveys 

and polls, experiments, and observational studies: 
– critiquing causal-relationship claims q g p
– interpreting margins of error 

Probability
• Investigate situations that involve elements of chance: 

– calculating probabilities of independent, combined, and 
conditional events 

l l ti d i t ti t d l d t d d– calculating and interpreting expected values and standard 
deviations of discrete random variables 

– applying distributions such as the Poisson binomial and normalapplying distributions such as the Poisson, binomial, and normal
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Why the big changes now?
C t ll ti /Pl t li dConstellations/Planets lined up

Dawning of the  age of AquariusTiming
- New curriculum

Relationships with
Ministry of Education- Ministry of Education

- Government Agencies
- Lead Teachers
- Teacher Trainers
- Mathematicians
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SSome 
consequences 
of moving Fast

-- very ambitious but 
must deliver

JSM 2008

Maxine
Pfannkuch

Nick Horton

Matt Regan
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“Informal statistical inference”
Objectives

• Convey “the big ideas” of statistical inference

• Simple methods for students to apply when 
l ki t th i d tlooking at their own data
– Minimise steps that lead students to take their 

eyes off the data

– “Exploit the power of the visual sense”
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“What I see is not quite the way it really is”y y
JSM 2008

“What I see is not quite the way it really is”y y

More
informationBigger sample size Allows me to make more precise claims

about what is happening back in the population
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JSM 2008Heights of 12 year-olds

Examples of shifts called purely by sampling

Handout 1, p6
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Examples of shifts called purely by sampling
Heights of 12 year-olds

Handout 1, p7
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Observed data: Back in the populations:
“Do B values tend to be bigger than A values?”

Making the Call – the basic idea

A
B

o v ues e d o be b gge v ues?
My call is ....

B is bigger

A
B

B

B is bigger

all sample sizes

A
B Larger random samples have

more information about the
l h f

Claim “B is bigger”
if both sample sizes > 20

A
B

populations they came from.

Thus, with larger random samples,
we can make the “B is bigger”
call from smaller shifts

What’s my call here?

A
B

But how do we decide?
-  depends on educational level of students
-  see next page ...What’s my call here?

A
B

Call “Cannot tell”
 unless both samples are huge

A
B Cannot tell all sample sizes

Warning to teachers: avoid doing this sample with sizes smaller than about 20 in each group. Small samples quite often give rise tounstrable and often very strange boxplots
To echo the previous diagram, we get very large distortions -- see plots for samples of size 10 on page 6
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“How to make the call” by Curriculum level

At all levels: A
BB

If there is no overlap of the boxes, or only a very small overlap
make the claim “B tends to be bigger than A” back in the populations

Apply the following when the boxes do overlap ...
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“How to make the call” by Curriculum level

Curriculum Level 5: the 3/4-1/2 rule
A
B

If the median for one of the samples lies outside the box for the other sample
(“more than half of the B group are above three quarters of the A group”)

make the claim “B tends to be bigger than A” back in the populationsmake the claim B tends to be bigger than A back in the populations
[Restrict to samples sizes of between 20 and 40 in each group]

Majority of one to the right of “the great whack” of the otherMajority of one to the right of the great whack  of the other
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“How to make the call” by Curriculum level

Curriculum Level 6: di t b t di ti f “ ll i ibl d”

Handout 1, p. 4

Curriculum Level 6: distance between medians as proportion of “overall visible spread”

A
B

dist. betw. medians

overall visible spread

Make the claim B tends to be bigger than A back in the populations
if distance between medians is greater than about ...

1/3 of overall visible spread for sample sizes of around 30

1/5 of overall visible spread for sample sizes of around 100
[Could also use   1/10 of overall visible spread for sample sizes of around 1000]

St “ b ll j d t ”Stress “eye-ball judgements”
See Tech notes on p. 5
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“How to make the call” by Curriculum level

C i l L l 7 b d i f l fid i l f h l i diCurriculum Level 7: based on informal confidence intervals for the population median

Draw horizontal line

Med − 1.5
IQR
n

Med + 1.5
IQR

n

IQR = interquartile range
        = width of box
  n = sample size

Make the claim B tends to be bigger than A back in the populations
A
B

if these horizontal lines (intervals) do not overlap

Stress to teachers that this is only one tiny partStress to teachers that this is only one tiny part
Of what the statistics module is all about
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“How to make the call” by Curriculum level

C i l L l 7 b d i f l fid i l f h l i diCurriculum Level 7: based on informal confidence intervals for the population median

Draw horizontal line

Med − 1.5
IQR
n

Med + 1.5
IQR

n

IQR = interquartile range
        = width of box
  n = sample size

Make the claim B tends to be bigger than A back in the populations
A
B

if these horizontal lines (intervals) do not overlapA
B

dist. = lower confidence limit for difference in population medians

dist. = upper confidence limit
for difference in population medians
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C AtS h l NZ• CensusAtSchool NZ
• Curriculum changeg
• National assessment change
• Teacher education and development• Teacher education and development
• Schools outreach
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C AtS h l NZ• CensusAtSchool NZ
• Curriculum changeg
• National assessment change
• Teacher education and development

Mike Camden
(Stats NZ)

• Teacher education and development
• Schools outreach
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Coming soon to JapanComing soon to Japan

1 C@S project is a great vehicle for generating1.  C@S project is a great vehicle for generating
interesting multivariate data for kids about kids
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2.  Great vehicle for modelling modern approaches to 
stat ed and transmitting them to teachersstat ed and transmitting them to teachers 
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Emerging Philosophyg g p y

Why? Need the help of others (textbook 
writers etc) to get our messages out
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NZ as the advance guard for statisticsNZ as the advance guard for statistics 
and GAISE
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• NZ set ourselves a huge task
• In interests of GAISE-attuned educators 

everywhere that it works welly

NZNZ
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• But NZ has a very small number of people 
bl f d i th t hi t i lcapable of producing the teaching materials

• Great if US efforts to advance GAISE could 
also help to ensure the NZ curriculum delivers

NZNZ

USA

Th b th US t t t NZ• Then maybe the US can start to use NZ …
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Thank youThank you

Slides at http://www.stat.auckland.ac.nz/~wild/08-talks/JSM.wild.horton.pdf
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